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The festive season must come to an end every year no matter how much fun it can be, but we will 
always look forward to the next one. I hope all the kids and their families had fun over Christmas 
and new year. We have been working through the usual schedule of material and also been 
practicing some added extras for those that wish to join the entrance tests to private schools. I 
have updated some progress through the subjects below, so please have a quick read through. 
 
Reading 
The reading books have started to feel too easy for some of the kids, while we have been revising 
all the older stories for the reading competition they have all become overly familiar with the 
stories and can near enough recite the books without looking at the pages. Even though the kids 
have reached this stage, I persist to help them find a better way to read aloud and not just speed 
through what they know. The reading contest is not going to be about whether or not they 
remember the words on the page, but rather if they can read the sentences with correct 
pronunciation and intonation. Sounding like speaking in conversation is the goal rather than being 
robotic. And even though we will continue to practice the selected books, we will continue with 
new books as follows: 
Week 1 - “Is Anybody Home?” 
Week 2 - Reading Contest Week 
Week 3 - “Inu Duck’s Toy” 
Week 4 - “I can do it all” 
 
Core Material  
Most of the students are finding the core material quite easy to understand. The subject matter is 
covered in more detail in the other books we have been working through, but the stories at least 
provide some variety to concepts being taught and also some different usage for the same 
vocabulary.  
In January we will finish off the short ‘u’ story of “Cubs in a Hut” and  then after that we’ll pick up 
the next story for the rest of January which looks at final blends and the story of “The Best Spot”   
 
Phonics 



 

 

The kids have all done very well to absorb all the material about long and short vowels. Some are 
still struggling a little with letter blends, but if they have as much practice as we had with short 
vowels then they will ace this too. In the phonics lessons we will move on from blends and short 
and long vowel sounds, even though there will be revision sessions and the other subjects equally 
revise them too, and start with syllables and counting vowels sounds. We will also see how ‘y’ is 
used like an ‘i’ and also touch on silent letters.  
 
Workbook Jump 2 
The kids have all enjoyed the exercises in this series, they are quite easy for them now, and when 
things are easy we enjoy completing them more than when it’s too hard. Keeping things a little bit 
challenging in any case to make sure that we continue to progress nicely too. Jump 2 is following 
in line with the weekly vocabulary spelling and also keeps up with the same grammar rules for 
sentence structures like we see in the Write Now book and some the worksheets we have been 
doing.  
 
Week 1: Animal Vocabulary/ Do you like/ they like... 
Week 2: Does he/she like and positive and negative responses 
Week 3: Belongings vocabulary- Do you have? 
Week 4: Do they have? Present simple negative questions 
 
Writing 
Write Now workbook provides topical subject matter to work with, more than it provides 
independent work through exercises. So while I am still keeping tight supervision on the actual 
writing input, I allow more individual input through discussion in class as a group. This is working 
nicely to get students thinking in the target language and responding appropriately. January will 
follow a similar series of workbook page stages, story, then comprehension questions in the form 
of pictures and tables or sentence corrections and multiple choice, followed by sentence creation 
and creative writing practice using the vocabulary and sentence structures we practiced earlier on 
in the chapter.   
 
 
MPM Math (Multiple Practice Module) 
The MPM Math series focuses a lot on a variety of daily problem solving strategies, not just math, 
although counting plays a large role in the functions of the guided stories through a variety of 
topics, including farming, travel, colour coordination, baked goods, sweets, exploring and many 
more. These also provide great material for conversation practice, including but not limited to: 
what fruit and vegetables do you like, I like…. and have you ever picked or planted…. and have you 
ever taken a plane or been on a bus or or or…..  
Week 1 - Crossing off subtraction exercises 
Week 2 - Comparing subtraction exercises 
Week 3 - Shapes and function corresponding  
Week 4 - Colours and function corresponding 
 
Library 
Library time was mostly in the classroom with the school having inspections and various other 
changes to rooms and practice for activities, but we will be getting back to usual Library time 
again. It will be nice for the kids to get the change of atmosphere for a story time read. Hopefully I 
will be able to warm them up to choice student reads… Maybe this is ambitious but testing the 
waters will keep them on their toes.  



 

 

 
Spelling  
We will pick up on a full month of vocabulary to try out some spelling, I think most of the students 
are keen to test their abilities again, some are still struggling with phonics strategies to help them, 
but while they keep practicing, it will only get easier after time. As I advised parents before, you 
can help your children greatly by just simply reviewing the weekly list with them, sounding the 
word and spelling it together, at least just once a day and on weekends, not making a big deal of it 
or taking time out of your day, just quickly revise a word or two here and there will help plenty 
enough.   
 
This months spelling vocabulary are: 
Week 1: went, bought, show, coming, friend, try, why, sea, city, dry 
Week 2: watch, backpack, computer, trip, slide, picture, gift, clown, people, hope 
Week 3: pool, mango, wave, stay, sheep, shell, wheel, chain, whale, think 
Week 4: does, grow, day, row, seed, dress, nice, knife, carrot, tomato 
 
Conclusion 
The students are doing well in different areas compared to each other, exposing their underlying 
talents and how they can excel in some things while they struggle with others. We are trying to 
allow for any compensation requirements with extra practice in areas that need it.  
I hope that we will continue to enjoy watching our Shark class kids progress nicely over the last 
semester coming up and thank you to all the parents for your support and for raising concerns 
through communications and otherwise, your feedback is always appreciated. 
 
Thanks  
Teacher Justin 
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